
FLOOR SYSTEM

 B|FiT 
for Mercedes-Benz 
Sprinter L3

· flexible floor system 
to make a wheelchair bus

· up to 6 wheelchair 
passengers or 10 passengers

B|FiT



B|FIT FLOOR SYSTEM FOR MERCEDES-BENZ SPRINTER L3

There are 5 belt pop-ups per wheelchair space, which can 

be completely covered with a lid. In 4 of these belt pop-ups 

there are safety belts with a hook and lamp, meant to secure 

a wheelchair and keep it in place during a journey.  

The adjustable seatbelt column is used to secure the 

wheelchair passenger. The buckle for that last belt is in  

he fifth belt pop-up in the floor.

Secure a wheelchair passenger

If the belt pop-ups that are integrated in the B-FiT floor  

are not used, they are automatically covered by a lid.  

This creates a completely flat floor on which passengers  

are less likely to stumble in the passenger bus.

Safe passenger transport

For daily, intensive use, you want an easy-to-operate system. 

This is provided by a touch-screen that allows you to operate 

the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter L3 disability car. The touch-screen 

is placed at the driver’s side, where he/she activates the 

process for the correct wheelchair position. This opens the 

front two belt pop-ups and extends and illuminates the 

hooks so they are clearly visible, even in the dark.

Touch-screen control – Safe and easy

B-Style delivers a lowered entry step for the passenger door, 

the B-Open for the LHD. This is a lowered step for easier 

entry, which eliminates the front passenger seat. In addition 

to easy entry, the advantage of this step is that there is room 

for ten tip-and-turn seats. The other option is a Sprinter with 

sliding door, which has space for nine additional seats.

Boarding and alighting

The wheelchair passenger always has good visibility through 

the windows, because the tip-and-turn seats are the only 

seats in their class to be folded down under the windows. 

When there is no wheelchair passenger in the wheelchair 

space, the tip-and-turn seats can be folded down for other 

passengers.

Great visability and flexibility

You decide how many tip-and-turn seats you want.  

The number of wheelchair spaces is 6. You can also  

choose a panel in the headliner with ambieant lighting,  

a safety hammer ventilation and space for extra speakers.

Personalizing your Sprinter Wheelchair Bus
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Configuration 
options

With the B-FiT fl oor 

system the number 

of (wheelchair) 

passengers you can 

carry is fl exible. If 

you do not use a 

wheelchair position, 

you can use two 

tip-and-turn seats 

instead. There are 

many confi gurations 

to choose from, 

depending on your 

Sprinter and wishes.

10 610 6
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B-style

+31 418 638200

info@b-style.eu

Take a look at our 

other products at 

b-style.eu.

Lowered entry in the front

(LHD)

Step-by-step installation manual

Exterior wheelchair lift of 

your choosing

Built-in quickly

Available for 2 lengths

(L2 and L3)

Great visibilty, seats are folded 

below the windows

No welding required

Mercedes-Benz VanPartner

All test reports available


